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1 Thebasic problem

suppose we know the ground state energyof some

quantumsystem Can we use this to find the energies
of its excitedstates








































































































1 Thebasic problem

suppose we know the ground state energyof some

quantumsystem Can we use this to find the energies
of its excitedstates

Often the answer is yes if we can continueanalytically
in a parameter an oldideas see eg Bender Wu's work

for the Q M anharmonicoscillator case

usingmethods of unknownvalidity B Simon








































































































1 Thebasic problem

suppose we know the ground state energyof some

quantumsystem Can we use this to find the energies
of its excitedstates

Often the answer is yes if we can continueanalytically
in a parameter an oldideas see eg Bender Wu's work

for the Q M anharmonicoscillator case

Biggoal getasimilarlevelof understanding for

With RobertoTaleo we made a start yearsago








































































































2Why return to the problem now

While we foundhow the lowlyingstates were connected

a fullpicture for the perturbedminimal conformalfield
theories we studied remained elusive

seelater








































































































2Why return to the problem now

While we foundhow the lowlyingstates were connected

a fullpicture for the perturbedminimal conformalfield
theories we studied remained elusive

New angle look at the sinhGordonmodel which has

an extra parameter systematic patternsappear as

this parameter becomes small
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Message in eigenvalueproblems continuing a parameterround a closedcontour

returns to the same problem but not necessarily the same eigenvalue Since

the problemhasn't changed the analytically continued eigenvalue if
different must be oneof the other eigenvalues of the originalproblem








































































































Message in eigenvalueproblems continuing a parameterround a closedcontour

returns to the same problem but not necessarily the same eigenvalue Since

the problemhasn't changed the analytically continued eigenvalue if
different must be oneof the other eigenvalues of the originalproblem

Clearlycorrectin finitedimensions








































































































Message in eigenvalueproblems continuing a parameterround a closedcontour

returns to the same problem but not necessarily the same eigenvalue Since

the problemhasn't changed the analytically continued eigenvalue if
different must be oneof the other eigenvalues of the originalproblem

Clearlycorrectin finitedimensions

In QM or QFTwe'll restrict to confining potentials am or put our system
in afinitespatialbox QFT so as to have a discretespectrum to continue








































































































Message in eigenvalueproblems continuing a parameterround a closedcontour

returns to the same problem but not necessarily the same eigenvalue Since

the problemhasn't changed the analytically continued eigenvalue if
different must be oneof the other eigenvalues of the originalproblem

Clearlycorrectin finitedimensions

In QM or QFTwe'll restrict to confining potentials QM or put our system
in afinitespatialbox QFT so as to have a discretespectrum to continue

Evenso we mightworry see later

NB wewon't necessarily seeallotherlevels theremaybedisconnectedsectors








































































































2 A simple example

Ising field theory on a cylinder
PpppP HQFT

OffcriticalIsingmodel inthermaldirection
Onemass rn correlationlength m

n
sp








































































































2 A simple example

Ising field theory on a cylinder
PpppP HQFT

OffcriticalIsingmodel inthermaldirection
Onemass rn correlationlength m

n i

pGroundstateenergy on acircle isknown in

edform E M R Emam p typ casing m pyo
sometimescalledtheeffective

centralcharge

r systemsizeinunitsofcorrellength

with Casino r 12 32 log It Int Ve

E IE VENI 2K DT Yum
and Eban BlogR bulkterm








































































































2 A simple example

Ising field theory on a cylinder
PpppP HQFT

OffcriticalIsingmodel inthermaldirection
Onemass rn correlationlength m

n
sp

Groundstateenergy on acircle isknown in

edform E M R Emam p typ casing m pyo
sometimescalledtheeffective

centralcharge

r systemsizeinunitsofcorrellength

with China r 12 32 log It Int Ve

EÉ VENI CK DT Enda

and Eban a BlogR correctforthegroundstate
fCd d o in the cellCFT

Note Cco so Eo Roo ftp.tz
2 0t0 12 2E dtdT tendas mo

d at car








































































































Continuation in r
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Continuation in r

We haveEo Mor EbunCmR Freising r

with disinar 3E Log Int Ve EÉ VENI CK DT Eu

Complex Am I o sequencedFs
3Éi X

r plane C
great r physicallyrelevantvalues

TIX
Re

branchpoints at FCK Dti KEI

Take C around ki kz kn Thisflipsthesignsof thesquarerootsintofromminustoplus

Returntorealaxis tofind Eminem R E m R tZ r2 C2hirt Anexcited
state

1 A
signsincewe correctforznparticleson acircle

Hipped riot momenta42ha BAStateswithSmatrix
5 1








































































































Alternative viewpoint closer to the ThermodynamicBetheAnsatz

Another expressionfor dising r

dising r 2 I do rashOlog it e rash
o








































































































Alternative viewpoint closer to the ThermodynamicBetheAnsate

Another expressionfor dising r

dising r z I do rashOlog it e rash
o

As r becomes complex potential trouble when It e rush8 0

forsome realOo lie ontheintegrationcontour








































































































Alternative viewpoint closer to the ThermodynamicBetheAnsatz

Another expressionfor dising r

dising r afgdorcoshologlitercosho

Asr becomes complex potential trouble when Iterosho O

forsome real lie ontheintegrationcontour

Usually you can distort the integration contour ahead of the

trouble 700M ya and all is well








































































































Alternative viewpoint closer to the ThermodynamicBetheAnsatz

Another expressionfor dising r

dising r afgdorcoshologliterosho

Asr becomes complex potential trouble when Iterosho O

forsome real lie ontheintegrationcontour

Usually you can distort the integration contour ahead of the

trouble 0017 ya and all is well

This fails if two singularities approachthecontourfromoppositesides a

pinchsingularity Expinch

I R this generates the branchpoints








































































































3 Yang Lee and TBA continuation

Problem in general we don't have a closedform for Eo R But

for integrableQFT we do know theTBA equationexactly This isenough
to continue it to an excitedTBA equation and usethistoexploretheconnectivity

of the finitesizeenergylevels in the complex r plane








































































































3 Yang Lee and TBA continuation

Problem in general we don't have a closedform for EoCR But

for integrableQFT we do know theTBA equationexactly This isenough
to continue it to an excitedTBA equation and usethistoexploretheconnectivity

of the finitesizeenergylevels in the complex r plane

Simplestexample is theYangLeemodel a perturbationof theMasminimalCET

HQFT
YangLee HEI XSpGodbe

PC 2215 Edit 115
The a volumetheoryhasjustoneparticletypeandaverysimple Smatrix S o sinhOtisinto

sinhO isingItsmass is m X 12.642 775112

Since r m A R we can equivalentlythinkof our procedure
O rapidity momentum

Cpop m cosnosinha
asanalyticcontinuation inthecoupling

ingvolspectrumis realforAnegative








































































































TBA equation to find cer

Solve O rash 0 L O for the auxiliary

Junction O the pseudoenergy where

L O log I e
Eco

8 910 18do8100 g O
d O if logs O

Then Ccr 325 dorosho 110

and Eolm R Ebola M R Ir Ccr

Eback mR IFR notrelevantfor ourcontinuation








































































































TBA recipe to find cer

Solve O roosho 0 210 for the auxiliary
junction O the pseudoenergy where

LCO log éco

8 9107 1 1810181007910
NB it 0 is real 510 e is0107 1 69510
apurephaseso 010 isalsoreal

Then Ccr 2S dOrwshoL10

and Eolm R Ebululm R freer
Eback mR IFR notrelevantfor ourcontinuation








































































































TBA recipe to find cer

Solve O rash 0 L O for the auxiliary

junction O the pseudoenergy where

L O log I e
Eco

8 910 18do8100 g O
d O if logs O

Then Ccr 325 do rosho 110

and Eolm R Ebola M R IRCcr

Eback mR IFR notrelevantfor ourcontinuation

Usually we solve this for real r But nothingstops us frommaking r
complex solving on a computer andplotting theresults








































































































Plot of Imc cars fromground state7L TBA at complex r

I B C Note A and B look like r branch
points can suspectsimilarcauses to the

Isingfieldtheory case but more subtlesince

theTBAequation aswell as the integral

giving car may undergomonodromy

A
CNB Imleas 0 on realaxisbutalso

on the line 0A This linecorresponds toA
0 realbutpositiveratherthannegative so

Re anger 5,1 since ram Rand more775112








































































































Basicmechanism

L O logClt é has singularities in the complexOplane

when é 1 alsowhen e 0 but thesewon'tbe so important

For general r these are all clearof the real axis








































































































Basicmechanism

L O logClt é has singularities in the complexOplane

when é 1 alsowhen e 0 but thesewon'tbe so important

For general r these are all clearof the real axis

Butwhat if say singularities at O and Oo approach the real
axis as r varies along somepath CNB TBAeqnissymmetricinOso

singularities are alwayspairedlike this




















Basicmechanism

IO logClté has singularities in the complex plane

when é 1 alsowhen.ee 0butthesewon'tbeso important

For general r these are all clear the real axis

Butwhat if say singularities at and Oo approach the real
axis as ovaries along somepath CNB TBAequissymretricinoso

singularities are alwayspairedlike this
im

1 Oo Then theTBAconvolution

TR Tre 0 402 Sadloodloglité dO
f O

Initialintegration
contour is in danger



Step't avoid the problemby distorting the contour

im

É Asr
Oo 0 403 4 40 1,010obligated dO

This gives the correctanalytic continuationoftheequation



Steph return the contourtotherealaxis

im O

Tre

Oo Therelevantresidueterms can

befoundexplicitly



To find theresidue integratebyparts

CLIO Sglo o log I té do



To find theresidue integratebyparts

Otello Eiflogsco 07 94 do

P P
Recallocon iglogsco fologlité 14



To find theresidue integratebyparts

0 410 Ii log510 0 44 do

Usefulfact it e 1 theresidue

ofthis atOo isequalto 1

Hence
410 010 0740 do log 4 8

TL Fraterntromthetwo
residues at 0 100



To find theresidue integratebyparts

0 410 Ii log510 0 44 do

Usefulfact it e 1 theresidue

ofthis atOo isequalto 1

Hence
410 010 0740 do log 4 8

TL Fraterntromthetwo
residues at 0 100

and the TBA equation becomes

10 roosho log9 8 0 40



To find theresidue integratebyparts

0 410 Ii log510 0 44 do

Usefulfact it e 1 theresidue

ofthis atOo isequalto 1

Hence

fÉÉFf
new

residues at 0 100

and the TBA equation becomes

10 roosho log9 8 0 40

Likewise Cr gets an extrabit

C r 1 isinho 2frcosho40 do



The new TBA equation has an extra unknown Oo

the location of thesingularitywhich crossed the integration
contour

It'sfixedby imposing e 1 100 12N DITI

N maps onto the largevolumeBetheAnsatz numbers

for the new state which hasbeengenerated



The new TBA equation has an extra unknown Oo

the location of thesingularitywhich crossed the integration
contour

It'sfixedby imposing e I OD 12N DITI

N maps onto the largevolumeBetheAnsatz numbers

for the new state which hasbeengenerated

A natural question can this be repeated to build the

tall surface for Cr and find how the stateswith different
Ns are connected toeachother



Grand plan

Start with the groundstateTBA continue to findconnectivity
with first excited stateTBAs continue those to connect to

higher excited state TBAs and so on to bootstrap to

the full Riemann surface of ccr
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the full Riemann surface of ccr

Unfortunately this ishard Numerical iteration ofTBAequations
tends not to converge near branchpoints and the low lying levels

don't showany obvious patterns so the full picture for
for YangLee is still missing



Grand plan

Start with the groundstateTBA continue to findconnectivity
with first excited stateTBAs continue those to connect to

higher excited state TBAs and so on to bootstrap to

the full Riemann surface of ccr

Unfortunately this ishard Numerical iteration ofTBAequations
tends not to converge near branchpoints and the low lying levels

don't showany obvious patterns so the full picture for
for YangLee is still missing

Insteadtry a differentmodel with more structure sinh Gordon



4 Sinh Gordon case

Again asingletypeofparticle but now the 5 matrix depends

on a parameterp
S O Sinho isinitp

sinh O isinitp

This has zeroes notpoles at itp it 1 p andmapstoitselfunder p tp

TheTBA is as before
O rash0 10.0 O do

where LCO log I é f O if logs 8

This provides a representation of O for ITP IMO ITP



This was analysed in detailby Al Zamolodchikov JPA 2008

The continuous parameter p complicates matters

Al Z introduced two functions

Y O e exp rash 0 1 5 0100210190
holdsfor palmO Hpand

10 exp zfapcoshotf.tk os40Dd0
holds for II IMO II



X Y and XY systems

Set a 1 2p Then

0 11 10 E 0 15 10 II

710 127710 I 1 410 191 1 710 191

0 191 10 E 710
Specialvalues 4 1

Ot E O E 710
of andy

7 0

formquintets X o
Armed with theserelations canextend
and then Y to thewholecomplexplane iañ Y 0

512 4 1
starting from on the real axis



X Y and X Y systems

Set a 1 2p Then

0 12 10 E I 0 11 CO IE

Y 10 E Y 10 I I 410 I 1 710 II

10 E 10 E 710

Ot I X 0 1 1 710

Aside for p the self dualpoint the X system is

10 II X 0 II 1 107 whichis the recurrence for the

clusteralgebraof type A seeZelevinsky arXiv math 0606775



The p 0 limit

As p 0 the kernel 10 concentrates near 0 0 and 010 0 can

be replaced in the TBA by 2 810 0 Then the equationbecomes

107 rush O G OO o L O do rooshO L 0
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The p o limit

As p 0 the kernel 10 concentrates near 0 0 and 010 01 can
be replaced in the TBA by 25810 05 Then the equationbecomes

ECO rash O SROCOODLloydO rashO LO

Isolving Y o é
erasno 1

and hence cars 72froshOleg l e
roo do

This resembles c'singer but withsomesign flips it is cold the

effectivecentralchargeof a treeboson on a circle with 8107 1

Maybe not surprising butthere's a problemhere



Theproblem

Just as with clisind r there's an alternativeformula

for co r see Saleareltzykson1987 Klassen Melzer1991

co r I 3
3 2 Inf In VE

EKITI ZKI FF

CJ clisina r 3 2 logt InIT VE

II FEET 2K DIT FIND

This time the branchpoints are at evenmultiples of it not odd ones

But more crucially the signs of the square roots are reversed
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Whencontinuing casino r aroundbranchpoints from the ground

state the flipped signs of the squareroots led to an

increase in ECM R and excitedstates with higher

energies than the groundstate good



Whymight this be a problem

Whencontinuing casino r aroundbranchpoints from the ground

state the flipped signs of the squareroots led to an

increase in ECM R and excitedstates with higher

energies than the groundstate good

But the squareroots in co r start with the opposite sign

so flipping any of them decreases E Cm RJ leading to States

with lower energy than thegroundstate bad
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Whymight this not be a problem

Toy example SHO Cfreebosoninauniversewith one point

Cadette 4 HuX Eye

Usually demand YELCE where E R

E C2ntDw no 1,2

But if we setu reid Great and continue tromotot
then the eigenvalues changesigneventhough Hu Hustle
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Why did this happen

WRB forY Y Gen et V22

If pesos on the ray se pei usually
p g

one of4 grows as pas lisdominant

while the other shrinks is subdominant

But if Re v12 Re reidp'e 127 0
then both oscillate Nm

K

Such O define the anti Stokes lines and 4

Re

split thecomplexplane into Stokes sectors I doth



If u is such that the quantisation contourC coincides with an

anti Stokes line at too the eigenvalueproblem will be introuble
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If u is such that the quantisation contourC coincides with an

anti Stokes line at too the eigenvalueproblem will be introuble

To keep out oftrouble duringcontinuation C mustbedistorted soasto

track the same pair of Stokessectors at too toavoid antistokes lines

beingcrossed

For the case in hand as of increases from0 to it u reid V

Hu faytu'd the flu but the stokessectors rotateby 12so C s i c

t a v2

m

e

n s a J
C
re

SiC
So the b c s for y havechanged
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universe with two points seeBenderetal 1702.03839
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We would not expect to see this forsinh Gordon since the

growth of the potential coshd x at eachpoint x is much stronger



The story is the same if a pair of harmonic
oscillators is continued in the coupling between them

universe with two points seeBenderetal 1702.03839

Claim this is what is happening for the freeboson the
continuation is messing with the boundary conditions at infinity
We would not expect to see this forsinh Gordon since the

growth of the potential coshd x at eachpoint x is much stronger

Confirmation comes from numerical work next section

which shows that for p 0 continuationroundbranch points
back to the real axis does indeed lead to states of
higherenergy
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5 Results im
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Groundstate TBA solution for p 0.04
D

contours of Recchi and Im cen O

ee
particles

C

Notepairedbranch points at A A C

B B K C D D

B
As p 70

A A Ziti B B Hi B

C GTi D D 8iti

A
Eachconnectsto a 2particleTBA solution A
with Bethenumber Nil CARA NZ B B

N 3 GC N 4 D D and soon

Re



Two particle sinkGordonTBA
with N l

2particles If

A
A



Two particle sinkGordonTBA
with N 2

2particles going 0
anittaster If

B

B



Some 3d plots of Recces p 0.02 thistime

A A
A

yv

e
v

f a
groundstate s

a N12particlestate

A

7

7

A
ACaturtherbranchpoint thefirst

of a sequence neartoA



To track transitions between int

TBAs Monitorpoints atwhich4107 1 L
to seewhenthey crossthecontour

alongwhichtheTBA isbeingsolved

Situation for real r 0

TBA
contour

zerosof l IM Is

Re



11 71 2 particles N l



I 1 41 2 particles N 2



11 41 2 particles N 3



11 71 2 particles N 4



I 1 41 particles Ni Na 1,2



As r leaves the real axis the zeros of 11 71

wander about and induce transitions between the

different TBAs
see movies



Conclusions

The p 0 limit shows regularities of structure
which make us expect that a more complete picture

of Ccr in thecomplex plane will be possible

The preciseworking of this limit is subtle and much
remains to bedonebothanalytically and numerically

It would be interesting to study other models in a

similarway also other limitsofsinhGordon such
as the staircasemodels



Happy
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